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Supporting information.
1. Details of the interaction parameters for the calculation of the accessible surface area. Collision diameters σ (Å) and van der Waals diameters (Å, in brackets) of the atoms constituting molecular structures (from the DREIDING forcefield[1]) and nitrogen atom used as a probe in the accessible surface area calculations[2,3] are provided below. Surfaces corresponding to the potential minima (based on the van der Waals diameters) are calculated throughout.

Atom type	σ, Å
C	3.48 (3.91)
H	2.85 (3.20)
N (probe)	3.31 (3.72)

2. Calculation of the accessible surface areas of molecules and platelet packings, using a single site nitrogen model (σ=3.681 Å) and hard sphere potential, similarly to the protocol adopted in Refs[4,5].

Molecular object	Structure 	Surface area m2/g
Methane		77552.4
Benzene		23960.7
Coronene		11571.4
Random packing of platelets		6468.0±170

This protocol applied to infinite polyacene and cumulene chains produces accessible surface areas of about 10000 m2/g and 13700 m2/g, respectively.

3. Details of the simulation protocol to prepare random packings of coronene platelets and sparse clusters of coronene platelets. A cubic simulation cell with the side length of 50 Å is considered. A simple Monte Carlo protocol is employed to fill the box with the coronene platelets. During this process, the carbon atoms constituting the platelets interact with each other via the hard potential, whereas the hydrogen atoms do not interact with each other or carbon atoms. Collision diameters σ (Å) for carbon and hydrogen atoms of the platelets employed during the packing preparation are summarized below.
Atom type	σ, Å
C	2.90
H	0.00


This choice of parameters ensures that platelets tend to form packings where they touch each other. Typically about 190±10 coronene platelets constitute the maximum density configuration, with the density of about 0.76 g/cm3. 

To create a sparse percolated cluster from the dense packing, platelets are removed at random. In each new configuration, the largest cluster of platelets is identified. The distance criteria for two platelets to form a cluster with each other is 3.4 Å between any two atoms of the platelets. For the largest cluster identified a percolation test is performed to check whether the cluster spans the simulation cell across all three dimensions. The process continues until the percolating threshold is reached, beyond which any further removal of platelets leads to disconnected structures. The least dense configurations of percolated clusters feature as low as 20 % of platelets from the original dense configuration. These clusters have density of about 0.15-0.20 g/cm3, depending on the configuration and Helium pore volume estimated using the computational tools[6], of more than 5 cm3/g.

Protocols based on alternative choices of interaction parameters are possible. We consider two limiting cases. In the first case, the platelets form very sparse packings, within which all platelets are disconnected from each other and fully accessible. As already discussed in the article, these structures should have exactly the same specific surface area as an individual platelet (~12000 m2/g), but they are not particularly realistic. At the other extreme, we consider a situation where platelets form chemical bonds with each other. Here we crudely capture this regime by specifying that any two carbon atoms of the platelets are allowed to approach each other within 1.5 Å (a typical distance for C-C bond) during the packing process. This distance should also serve as a criterion to assess whether two platelets form a cluster. A preliminary study of these structures has been carried out. As within the employed simple Monte Carlo packing protocol any two carbon atoms can overlap at the extent specified above, this leads to very dense structures (1.63 g/cm3) which are not realistic. Using these structures as a starting point, percolated clusters were generated. Even with the substantial overlap of the platelets within these clusters, the estimated surface area is about 3000 m2/g, which is already comparable with the surface area of materials such as Maxsorb. More realistic models based on accurate description of chemical links between platelets should lead to substantially larger surface areas.
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